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zSeries Architecture
Continues Its Evolution into
Autonomic Computing and
Heterogeneous Processing

Environments
By  Ma r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

WITH
the zSeries’ nearly 60 year heritage, one may well
wonder where new platform developments will end.

But steadfastly, the zSeries continues to deliver new value to enter-
prises and users every year. IBM is committed to changes in zSeries
hardware and software architecture that will allow both legacy appli-
cation evolution and support for new software development platforms.

“There are really three basic premises behind the architectural work
we are doing on the zSeries,” said Jim Porell, zSeries Software Design
and Strategy. “Those premises are innovation, value and community.”

Porell says that IBM’s innovation focuses primarily on zSeries “self-
healing” techniques that can later be applied to other IBM platforms.
The second architectural premise is value—delivered through a series
of zSeries architectural enhancements that are making contributions to
the overall distributed environments that customers have.

The third premise, termed “community,” is a dedicated outreach
effort by IBM to reinvent and promote the zSeries as a twenty-first cen-
tury computing platform that young IT professionals just entering the
workforce will work on, as they “join forces” with established IT pro-
fessionals who already have extensive zSeries credentials. Just several
years ago, these young professionals had no mainframe knowledge—
and no interest in acquiring any. As they entered the workforce, enter-
prises placed them in server-based development using languages like
XML and Java—while continuing to rely on experienced IT staffers for
zSeries mainframe skills and expertise.

IBM now sponsors a z-Scholars program through which it works
with universities to teach mainframe classes.

“One example is the University of China in Beijing, where we have
a multi-million dollar program,” said Jim Porell. “We are working with
local businesses to recruit the students, and our goal is to have 20,000
new mainframe-literate people by 2010.”

As these young professionals enter the workforce, they will find a
zSeries architecture that has been transformed into an integration plat-
form for a heterogeneous computing environment. At the same time,
the zSeries will continue to provide superior systems software and
processing capabilities, and “best of breed” practices for processing,
security and data management.

THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CHANGES
IN ZSERIES ARCHITECTURE THAT WILL
DICTATE ZSERIES DIRECTION

IBM’s zSeries architectural direction over the past few years has
concentrated on what it calls “autonomic computing,” or the ability of
a system to self-optimize, self-heal, self-configure and self-protect.
Goals driving the autonomic effort include effectively working in a dis-
tributive computing environment with many heterogeneous compo-
nents, automating zSeries self-administration to remove some of the
daily workload from IT staff, and infusing zSeries self-governance
with “best practices” policies and procedures that, in effect, equip the
zSeries with its own self-managing intelligence.

Because of its long history, IBM has chosen the zSeries as its pio-
neering platform for autonomic computing, which it will in turn extend
to other IBM platforms.

Consequently, zSeries hardware and software evolution has been
prioritized and implemented based upon the level of value it is able to
return to customers in the areas of automation, optimization, self-heal-
ing and best practices.

“When we looked at the architecture of the zSeries, we asked ourselves
how we could best optimize and orchestrate the combination of zSeries
hardware and software to solve problems for our customers,” said Gururaj
Rao, IBM Fellow and eServer Chief Engineer. “With the z900 series, we
improved our autonomic capabilities, the processing in the CPU, the
backup and recovery process, security and intrusion protection and hard-
ware encryption. We incorporated PKI, VPN and SSL capabilities. We
extended logical partitioning capabilities on a single box. We also added
the ability to change and reallocate resources to a Linux environment.”

Central to IBM’s zSeries architectural direction is on-demand com-
puting. On-demand will increasingly be utilized in peak processing
situations that allow sites to rapidly add and then remove processing,
thereby economizing resources.

The zSeries on-demand and autonomic computing initiatives
address the four key areas of Self-Optimization, Self-Protection, Self-
Configuration, and Self-Healing.
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In each area, “best practice” approaches to system management are
designed into the software in order to simplify daily operation of the
zSeries platform through functional automation. System software
advancements are evolutionary in nature. In many cases they are pack-
aged in software releases as “optional” capabilities. This gives cus-
tomer IT organizations the opportunity to gain experience with the new
capabilities before they apply them in production.

HARDWARE: THE FOCUS IS ON PROCESSING,
SCALABILITY AND INTEGRATION

IBM hardware improvements on the zSeries have continued to build on
established zSeries strengths in processing and security. These strengths
are increasingly becoming more evident in heterogeneous computing
environments, since other processing solutions that the zSeries coexists
with cannot boast the same levels of performance in these areas.

A second leg of hardware activity rests in making the zSeries a
more flexible machine when it comes to integrating with other com-
puting platforms. Some new zSeries hardware enhancements now
open up the possibility of taking in processing from other platforms,
and doing the processing in the zSeries’ high-power, highly sophis-
ticated environment.

“From the scalability and system performance points of view, we’ve
done a great deal of work on the zSeries platform,” said Gururaj Rao.
“This dates back to our introduction of the z990 in the second quarter
of 2003. At that time, the z990 was the most scalable and highest
capacity mainframe that we had ever introduced. It presented both high
availability and performance scaling in the parallel sysplex environ-
ment. Coupled with the expansion of capacity, the z990 allowed our
customers to perform more transactions than ever before.”

In the z990 model, IBM used processors that were 50% faster than
before. A single box could house up to 32 separate processors, and 30
discrete logical partitions. IO on a single box was improved by a factor
of 4 and the system also offered Ethernet and TCP/IP communications
access for open computing. “Taken together, all of these capabilities
made the z990 a truly high performance, scalable machine,” said Rao.

A next evolutionary step is likely to be active Linux collaboration.
“z-Linux collaboration is an additional value in the z/OS environ-

ment of the future,” said Jim Porell. “Today, z/OS still talks SNA only.
In the future, the SNA protocol will be encapsulated in TCP/IP. This
will pave the way for interchanges with open systems.”

SOFTWARE: AUTO ERROR-CORRECTION AND
FUNCTION AUTOMATION CONTINUE TO
ADVANCE AUTONOMIC COMPUTING

IBM is making a conscious effort to simplify interactions with its
zSeries systems software and operating system. It is focused in partic-
ular on two goals: automating daily system administration tasks, and
reducing the opportunity for labor-consuming troubleshooting that is
the result of manually-introduced errors.

Here are several examples of systems software enhancements.

Parmlibs
Wizards are now incorporated that simplify updates to the parmlib

parameters, and that minimize the opportunity for typos or mistakes.
“In the past, these parameters had to be manually defined and entered,
and there was a lot of redundancy in the entry of these parameters,” said

Gururaj Rao. “Now, there are built-in wizards that update these parm-
lib parameters automatically. The parameters are automatically verified
by the system to be syntactically correct.”

The end result is simplification that allows sites to utilize personnel
with less sophisticated skillsets for work on the zSeries—a move that
makes it easier to employ younger IT professionals in zSeries work
who do not have comprehensive mainframe work experience. New
users and application developers on the zSeries are also able to interact
with Parmlibs in a simplified fashion—with reduced learning curves.

Parallel Sysplex Wizards
To further automate system administration, IBM will be shipping

parallel sysplex wizards automatically in zOS release 1.7, scheduled
for September, 2005. IBM says that most of its larger customers are
already using this highly intuitive capability, although some prefer to
use standard means of zSeries administration. IBM concedes that “you
can’t force anyone to change.”

HelpCheck
The HelpCheck facility is designed to track and execute deviations from

normal system processing instructions. In so doing, it assists in eliminating
mistakes and oversights that occur when system documentation is missing.

“For example, when a customer runs their system, they might vary
or modify certain run instructions to keep the system running, based
upon the environmental conditions they are dealing with,” said Jim
Porell. “These changes are not hardened into a normal boot-up. As a
consequence, we have continued to enhance batch jobs that monitor
any programming discrepancies—to make people aware of them.”

Additionally, a shop can present system resource-related questions to
HelpCheck. For example, let’s say that you are running a Web-based
application, and you want to research how many DB2 resources will be
consumed. You can ask HelpCheck this question on resource con-
sumption for a particular application. After a new configuration, many
sites also use HelpCheck to verify the sizes of datasets, etc. This is
actually an exercise that some sites perform on a daily basis, and which
IBM encourages as a “best practice.”

A FLEXIBLE ZSERIES APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

IBM’s architectural evolution seeks to exploit superior processing
and availability options that the zSeries offers, while leveraging this
proven resource through increased interoperability within the distrib-
uted and heterogeneous IT environments that organizations have. The
zSeries can already failover RISC and Intel platform data—and it can
provide security through the z/OS server. It is being further expanded for
open platform software developers and commercial software packages.

“The zSeries tradition is based on large databases, and languages and
facilities like COBOL, Assembler and CICS,” said Jim Porell. “Now
we have modified the zSeries architecture to allow for Java application
development without the need to recompile. When you consider that
Java development can now be done on a zSeries platform, versus an
Intel- or a RISC-based desktop, it is like comparing a two-lane rural
highway to an interstate because of the zSeries’ premium security, data
recoverability and processing capabilities and qualities of service.”

Gururaj Rao adds, “The pain points have been verified, and our
Enterprise Virtual Manager facility is the end result. It provides a hetero-
geneous processing capability that can cluster multiple applications and
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provide API’s and resource management for multiple computing plat-
forms. Of course, it will take time to build in all of the features and func-
tions that we envision.”

When both Websphere and Java are on the mainframe, you can
change the execution characteristics of workflows. Instead of extra
servers and connections in your development environment, the entire
operation can be centralized on the zSeries, with industrial strength
security. Overall workload management is improved with the consoli-
dation.

“From an IBM perspective, we want to see the zSeries employed by
sites as a server workhorse,” said Jim Porell. “In this way, an IT organ-
ization can begin to see the benefits, the efficiencies and the importance
of zSeries computing capabilities in today’s processing and develop-
ment environments.”

Does this do away with distributed computing?
“A lot of times, we get asked these questions by IT organizations

when we get on the topic of centralized versus distributed computing,”
said Porell. “The question usually comes in the form of, ‘Are we going
to centrally manage on the mainframe or on UNIX?’ The answer is
both. The mainframe focuses on the central management of disaster
recovery plans and security, while UNIX focuses on portals and desk-
top management. Both platforms facilitate some aspects of storage
management, so the reality is—you still have a distributed application
environment.”

FUTURE ZSERIES ARCHITECTURE PLANS

zSeries architectural evolution will continue on the path of its auto-
nomic computing initiatives, which contribute to simplicity of operation
and machine self-management.

“There are ways to simplify customers’ abilities to operate the sys-
tem so that they can react in quicker timeframes than is manually pos-
sible,” said Gururaj Rao. “To do this, we are making architectural
changes that will increasingly allow the system to take care of itself,
while avoiding the kinds of errors that can occur with manual input. For
example, most of the work today for parallel sysplex is done through
ISPF. In the future, more and more of this work will be automated.”

IBM will also be adding capability to the zSeries that will expand its
use in the enterprise environment. This will include the ability to inter-
act with non-zSeries systems. “With our goal to improve zSeries archi-
tecture to where it can readily integrate with non-zSeries applications,
we will slowly see a shift away from the zSeries’ reputation as being a
transaction processor only. To this end, we have already introduced a
zAPP engine on the z990. We can also have specialized engines for
Java and other applications—and we will be presenting all of these
capabilities to customers without a price increase,” said Porell.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Porell acknowledges that IBM has encountered some resistance to
change from its customer base, particularly when the change has come
with a price tag. This is one reason many of the changes discussed in this
article will come bundled free of charge with upcoming system software
releases. “We also learned from past experience that we haven’t always
made change easy for customers,” said Jim Porell. “We’ve worked very
hard on system automation to speed up IT task time, and to sidestep fixes
and maintenance tasks….At the end of the day, we want sites to feel that
the mainframe is a safe choice.”

The concern is well founded. IBM understands that the invest-
ment of its research into new initiatives won’t be recognized by
enterprises without the knowledge and adoption of their IT profes-
sionals. The good news is that there is great interest in handling
Linux workloads on the zSeries. The new platform support that the
zSeries is providing for Linux is one reason why the zSeries main-
frame business for IBM has grown in the past five quarters.

Said Rao, “Going forward, we will continue to improve performance
and scalability, and we will introduce new technology that facilitates
the integration of applications and data of the enterprise in a heteroge-
neous environment. This means working with the Internet, Websphere,
Linux and J2EE—not just COBOL and CICS. That’s what we want to
make technical support professionals aware of.”  
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